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values ethics and other cultural traits such as kinship networks are translated into organizational structure and economic life confucian in origin yet
distinctly korean these values help account for that country s recent economic development kim s study is based on personal observation at poongsan
and on interviews with both labor and management and also draws on a variety of company documents during his fieldwork kim witnessed a prolonged
strike at the company which lent additional insight into corporate behavior despite korea s adaptation of japanese models of modernization distinctive
traits of japanese industry were not found by kim to be clearly evident at poongsan his book thus reveals characteristics of korean industry that have
never before been documented offering scholars and professionals in a number of fields an opportunity to better understand one of our most important
trade partners case studies of the defence industry in developing countries and newly industrializing countries covers the political development context
military expenditures and military research employment and production types of weapons and military equipment economic implications of weapons
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